T P may not have any fixpoint P 1 = {p ← ¬p} T P may have several minimal fixpoints containing I P 2 = {p ← ¬q,q ← ¬p} two minimal fixpoints (containing the ∅): {p} and {q}. Now consider {T i P (∅)} i >0 T P has a least fixpoint but sequence diverges P 3 = {p ← ¬r ; r ← ¬p; p ← ¬p,r } T P 3 has a least fixpoint {p} {T i P 3 (∅)} i >0 alternates between ∅ and {p,r } T P has a least fixpoint and {T i P (∅)} i >0 converges to something else P 4 = {p ← p,q ← q,p ← ¬p,q ← ¬p} {T i P 4
(∅)} i >0 converges to {p,q} least fixpoint of T P 4 is {p}. Rules of the form P(x,y ) ← P(x,y ) change the semantics of program force T P to be inflationnary so force convergence correspond to tautologies p ∨ ¬p transitive closure example 
Intuition: one could eliminate negation from semi-positive programs by adding, for each edb relation R , a new edb relation R holding the complement of R (w.r.t. the active domain), and replacing ¬R (x) by R (x). many nice properties of positive datalog Σ P has a unique minimal model J satisfying J|edb(P) = I T P has a unique minimal fixpoint J satisfying J|edb(P) = I. stratification of a datalog ¬ program P sequence of datalog ¬ programs P 1 , . . . ,P n and some mapping σ from idb(P) to [1.
.n] such that (i) {P 1 , . . . ,P n } is a partition of P (ii) for each R, all rules defining R are in
. is a rule in P, and R is an idb relation, then σ(R ) < σ(R).
each P i is called a stratum the stratification of P provides a parsing of P as a sequence of semipositive subprograms P 1 , . . . ,P n 
first stratum: first two rules (defining T ) second stratum: third rule (defining CT using T )
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Then P 7 has 5 distinct stratifications, namely, {r 1 },{r 2 },{r 3 },{r 4 } {r 2 },{r 1 },{r 3 },{r 4 } {r 2 },{r 3 },{r 1 },{r 4 } {r 1 ,r 2 },{r 3 },{r 4 } {r 2 },{r 1 ,r 3 },{r 4 }. Precedence graph G P of P vertexes: are the idb's of P edge (R',R) with label + if R' is used positively in some rule defining R edge (R',R) with label -if R' is used negative in some rule defining R P is stratifiable iff G P has no cycle containing a negative edge part of proof P is a program whose precedence graph G P has no cycle with negative edges C 1 ,...,C n the strongly connected components of G P C i ≺ C j : if there is an edge from C i to some node of C j ≺ is acyclic turn this partial order into a sort C i 1 ,...,C in this provides a stratification
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where P i is the semipositive semantics I n is denoted σ(I) Result: independent of the choice of a stratification we denote it P strat (I) Result: P stratified datalog ¬ and I 1 P strat (I) is a minimal model of Σ P whose restriction to edb(P) equals I. 2 P strat (I) is a minimal fixpoint of T P whose restriction to edb(P) equals I. goal: compute the set of winning states d is winning: move to e f is winning: move to g No winning strategy from a, b, or c. Indeed, a given player can prevent the other from winning, essentially by forcing a non-terminating sequence of moves. this will be the well-founded semantics for P win :
win(x) ← moves(x,y ),¬win(y ) extended: datalog program with 0, 1/2 and 1 as literals in bodies 3-T P : of a 3-valued instance I and A ∈ B(P), 1 for some instantiation A ← body andÎ(body)= 1 0 for each instantiation A ← body andÎ(body)= 0 1/2 otherwise P = {p ← 1/2; p ← q,1/2; q ← p,r ; q ← p,s; s ← q; r ← 1} 3-T P ({¬p,¬q,¬r ,¬s}) = {¬q,r ,¬s} 3-T P ({¬q,r ,¬s}) = {r ,¬s} 3-T P ({r ,¬s}) = {r } 3-T P ({r }) = {r } 1 3-T P is monotonic and the sequence {3-T i P (⊥)} i >0 is increasing and converges to the least fixpoint of 3-T P 2 P has a unique minimal 3-valued model that equals the least fixpoint of 3-T P minimal is w.r.t. 3-stable models of datalog ¬ P a datalog ¬ program, I a 3-valued instance over sch(P) P' ground version of P given I pg(P,I) positivized ground version of P given I: replace each negative literal ¬A byÎ(¬A) (i.e., 0, 1 or 1/2) this is an extended datalog program
We denote its minimal model: conseq P (I)
A 3-valued instance I over sch(P) is a 3-stable model of P iff conseq P (I) = I.
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⊥ = {¬p,¬q,¬r ,¬s,¬t,¬u} 3-T P (⊥) = {p,¬q,¬r ,¬t,¬u} each datalog ¬ programs has at least one 3-stable model
The well-founded semantics of P P wf (∅) = the 3-valued instance consisting of all positive and negative facts belonging to all 3-stable models of P P wf (I) = P wf I (∅) example, P wf win (K) = J previous description of the well-founded semantics effective but very inefficient more efficient one: "alternating fixpoint" idea: sequence {I i } i ≥0 of 3-valued instances alternate between underestimates and overestimates of the facts known in every 3-stable model of P SEQUENCE I 0 = ⊥ (all facts are false)
each I i is a total instance observe that conseq P is antimonotonic, I ≺ J implies conseq P (J) ≺ consq P (I ) since ⊥ ≺ I 1 and ⊥ ≺ I 2 , there are finitely many 3-valued instances for a given P these two sequences converge I * : limit of increasing {I 2i } i ≥0
I * : limit of decreasing {I 2i +1 } i ≥0
I * ≺ I * em conseq P (I * ) = I * and conseq P (I * ) = I * I * * : 3-valued instance with facts known in both Theorem: I * * = P wf (∅) Theorem P stratified datalog ¬ program, for each 2-valued instance I over edb(P), P wf (I) = P strat (I). 
